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The Comrades Marathon
By Maurice Lee
Comrades Marathon is actually an ultramarathon of about
90 kilometers (56 miles) that is run between Durban and
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. The race alternates each year
between the “up” course starting in Durban and “down” course
starting in Pietermaritzburg. The race was the idea of World
War I veteran Vic Clapham to commemorate the South African
soldiers killed during the war. Clapham, who had endured a
2,700 kilometer march through sweltering East Africa, wanted
the run to be a unique test of the physical endurance of the
entrants. Since the marathon distance was not defined as 26.2
miles until 1921, it was common to call any long distance run
a “marathon”.
On Monday, May 23, I boarded a Delta jet to begin my
journey to Durban, South Africa. My journey took me from
Oklahoma City to Atlanta where I boarded a 777 for the 15 hour
non-stop flight to Johannesburg. From Johannesburg I boarded
a South African Airways plane for the hour and 15 minute flight
to Durban.
The long flight from Atlanta to Johannesburg included
three full meals, none of which were good, and all the individual
entertainment I wanted. I went back and forth from watching
movies or TV series to napping. They served plenty of water,
and every few hours I walked around the plane. The short
flight to Durban also included a meal which surprised me.  You
would be lucky to get peanuts on a flight that short in the U S.
I arrived in Durban at 11:00 P.M. Since there is a seven
hour time difference, it meant I had been travelling for 27 hours
including layovers in Atlanta and Johannesburg. I took a cab to
my hotel and had no problems checking in.
Since I arrived on Tuesday night and the Expo didn’t open
until Thursday, I spent Wednesday sightseeing. Durban is not a
big tourist town, but it is on the Indian Ocean and there is a lot
of activity along the beach, which was about a five minute run
from the hotel.
Thursday I went to the expo: For those who know, it was
about twice the size of the OKC Memorial Marathon Expo.
There wasn’t a lot of activity the first day, and since I was an
International Runner, I had separate areas to pick up my bib and
check my timing chip. Everything went smoothly and I bought
a couple of logo items.

Maurice Lee crossing the finish line

See Comrades, on page 8
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From the President
How I love Fall Training!

I am so excited to begin Fall Training. I know the first several weeks are still very hot but this is the
training schedule that gets cooler as the distances get longer. I couldn’t ask for anything better. Bill Snipes
and the Marathon Training committee are gearing up for the July 30th start date. If you aren’t already on the
training email list, be sure to go to the website and sign up. Great Fall Fun is just beginning!
I am also excited for Fall Training because Randy and I will be running the NYC Marathon November
6th. There are several of our club members that are participating: Maurice Lee, Jamie Kilpatrick, Roger
and Courtney Lemmons and Sharon Haley, just to name a few. We also have one of our newest members,
elite marathoner Camille Herron, who was invited by the NYC Marathon’s race director to run. Camille and
her husband, Conor Holt, have just moved back to our great city. Conor won the Oklahoma City Memorial
Marathon in 2003 and 2004 and is now the head coach for OCU’s cross country and track teams. They are
genuinely nice, love running, and love helping others run. Be sure to say “hi” the next time you see them. They
were at July’s club meeting and said they plan on coming back.
We have a great running community and it keeps getting better. All are invited to “Come run a few steps
with me” by the late, great Jack Rector.
Run because you luv it!
Cara Rogers-Nance
OCRC President

Saturday , Sept. 3, 2011
at the OKC RedHawks Stadium
Registration 8:00 a.m. - Climb 9:00 a.m.
It is a timed event, but you can climb the stairs at your own pace.
You can choose to climb 1/3 the stairs, 1/2 the stairs or all of the stairs
depending on your fitness level.
Calling all firefighters...you can climb in your gear! 10th Anniversary 9/11
Commemorative Ceremony for all civil servants following the climb.

Register today at:
www.cff.org/Chapters/okc/climbforlife
or call (405) 787-0056
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5K

•

1 MILE FUN RUN

•

KIDS RACE

REGISTER FOR AS LOW AS $12!
PRIOR TO 7.15.11

BETWEEN 7.16.11 – 9.2.11

RACE DAY

With T-shirt: $17
Without T-shirt: $12

With T-shirt: $22
Without T-shirt: $17

With T-shirt: $25
Without T-shirt: $20

REGISTER TODAY AT WWW.SIGNMEUP.COM
For more information, call 405.447.8445 or visit www.BrookhavenRun.com.
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Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date Event
8/6
Tatur Mud Run
8/7
Lighthouse Triathlon*500y/13m/5K
8/13 Midnight Streak
8/15 Club Meeting – Maurice Lee III
8/20 Cops & Robbers 5K*
8/27 Red Kettle Run 5K & 10K*
8/27 Moore War Run 5K
9/3
Brookhaven 5K Run
9/3
Climb for Life
9/5
Labor Day Lap
9/10 Kelsey Briggs 5K & half*
9/10 Hope in OK 5K
9/17 Swazi 5K*
9/17 Life Saver 5K
9/17 Dash for Dad 5K
9/24 OCU Stars Fall Classic 5K
9/24 Redman Triathlon
10/1 Trolley Tracks 5K*
* Denotes Series Races

Landrunners In Action

6/4 Hospital Hill Half Marathon, Kansas City, MO
George Taylor
1:33:30

6/21 National Senior Games Houston, TX
Kathy Moffitt
400 meter 2:00 6th place
		
800 meter 4:22 8th place
		
1500 meter 8:29 6th place
		
5K road race 31:52 6th place
		
10K road race 1:07 3rd place

Location/Time
Tulsa, OK @ 11:00am
3333 W Hefner @ 7:00am
OKC Fairgrounds @ 11:00pm
Kimray 52 NW 42nd @ 6:30pm
Edmond’s Hafer Park @ 7:00pm
Regatta Park @ 7:00am
Moore HS @ 7:30am
Brookhaven Village, Norman @ 8:00am
Redhawks Ballpark @ 9:00am
SCU-Bethany @ 7:30am
Lake Hefner S&S @ 8:00am
Bricktown Ballpark @ 8:30am
NW 39th & College @ 8:00am
OCCC @ 8:00am
Regatta Park @ 8:00am
9000 N. Broadway Ext. @ 8:00am
Lake Hefner
NW 19th & Drexel @ 7:00pm

7/16 Tahoe 50K Trail Run, Lake Tahoe, NV
Melissa Brevetti
10:43:20
7/17 Napa-Sonoma Half Marathon, CA
Mary Mikkelson
1:42:01
Mike Gibson
1:42:15
Ivan Wayne
1:47:42
Chuck Mikkelson
1:51:26
Lindie Slater
2:07:43
Sherri Gibson
3:04:33
Robynn Poortvliet
30:22-5K

7/1 Midnight Madness 51.5 Miles, Tulsa, OK
Katie Kramer
7:01:54 1st overall &
		
course record
Cuu Nguyen
9:47:33
Lance West
11:53:47
Clif Rampey
12:49:56
David Bernstein
14:02:33
Tim Lamb
14:36:32

On July 6, 2011 Nels Bentson completed a nine day sixty
mile trek to the summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro, elevation 19,340
feet. Mt. Kilimanjaro, “The Roof of Africa” is located in the
East African country of Tanzania and is the highest point on
the African continent.

7/10 Missoula Marathon, Missoula, MT
Marcia Rignault
5:08:07

If you don’t see your results it could be you forgot to report them so
send your results, photos and stories to news@okcrunning.org
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SAVE
N W!

WILLIAMS

Discounted
registration
through May 8th.

PRESENTED BY BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF OKLAHOMA

11.19-20.2011 / TULSA, OK

MARATHON / HALF MARATHON / MARATHON RELAY / 5K / ONE MILE FUN RUN

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!

ROUTE66MARATHON.COM

THE SHORTEST ULTRA-MARATHON
IN THE UNIVERSE.
LEARN MORE AT ROUTE66MARATHON.COM.
SPONSORED BY:

www.okcrunning.org
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Girls on the Run Launches in Oklahoma City

As Oklahomans continue to hear bad news about the
health of our citizens, especially the youngest ones, a new
organization in Oklahoma City hopes to not only promote
healthy lifestyles, but encourage girls to work toward goals
and realize their potential. According to Leslie Littlejohn,
Director of Girls on the Run, Oklahoma County, the
group inspires third through eighth grade girls to stay true
to themselves and live free from societal stereotypes. The
12-week after school curriculum innovatively weaves
training for a 5k run with lessons that empower girls to
celebrate their bodies, honor their voices and embrace
their gifts.

Academic assessments of Girls on the Run indicate
a significant positive impact on program participants.
Evaluations have found that the curricula improve girls’
self-esteem, body size satisfaction, and physical activity
behaviors to a statistically significant extent.
Girls on the Run of Oklahoma County is the first
Council in Oklahoma. We have our first site at the Boys
and Girls Club of Oklahoma City. The first group that
began in the spring had 11 girls that all qualified for
scholarships that covered their registration fee for the
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program. In addition to improved self-confidence, and
a glowing spirit, the girls that join GOTR of OKCO
receive a new pair of New Balance Shoes and a program
shirt. The girls absolutely glowed when they put on their
shoes to “train” or play our running games. Red Coyote
Running and fitness graciously donated the shoes for the
girls in the program.

The girls ran their first ever New Balance 5K run on
June 4th at 9:00 am. The run was held at Lake Hefner and
the girls were excited about the run as well as the Goody
Happy Station will allow the girls to decorate their hair
to show their spirit and motivate them to run!! The run
was more about celebration and moving than timing and
each girl that crossed the finish line had the opportunity to
“break the ribbon” before receiving their finishers’ medal.
Girls on the Run will start our next season in the
spring of 2012. However, Girls on the Run is looking
for volunteer coaches and will begin coaches training in
August. There will be links to applications to become a
coach, or start a Girls on the Run site or volunteer on the
GOTR website, www.girlsontherunokco.org.

OKLAHOMA’S HOTTEST SUMMER
RACE IS MOVING TO FALL...

THE “DOUBLE” (QTR MARTHON + 5K) / QUARTER MARATHON / 5K / ONE MILE FUN RUN

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
QUARTERMARATHON.COM

WILLIAMS

PRESENTED BY BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF OKLAHOMA

10.15.2011 / TULSA, OK

SPONSORED BY:

www.okcrunning.org
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Comrades continued
On Friday the International Runners got a tour of the course
by luxury bus. We made several stops along the way including
a stop at the Ethembeni School for physically disabled and
visually impaired children.   This school is right on the course,
and the children lined the sides during the race with hands
outstretched for a “high five.”
Actually seeing the course was a bit intimidating to me.
I had heard about the hills, but to see them, and to see there
was one right after the other for most of the race was just
disheartening. “Oh well, I’m here now,” I thought. The official
distance was 86.96km or 54 miles. This was an “up” year
between Durban and Pietermaritzburg.
Race morning: The reason I chose the hotel I stayed in was
it was less than two blocks from the start. Sunday morning,
I got up, dressed and went down to a breakfast the hotel was
providing. The race started at 5:30 and it was cool but not
cold. I didn’t wear anything extra and was a bit chilly at the
start. I was in my corral with about 20 minutes to go. Chariots
of Fire played overhead, the rooster crowed and then the gun
sounded: We’re off. Over 16,000 started this race, but they say
that it takes no more than seven minutes for everyone to cross
the start, I was across in less than three but we were moving
slowly for a few blocks. The time to start is important since,
even though this is a chip timed race, you only have 12 hours to
finish from the gun time.
After a bit, I settled into a nice pace. I have the usual
three goals for this race – (1) dream goal - under 10 hours; (2)
realistic goal - under 11 hours; and (3) fall back goal - finish
before the 12 hour cutoff. We reach the first of the five major
hills, Cowes Hill. I run non-stop up this hill. It takes a lot out
of me but I’m still feeling good. Next up. Field’s Hill, I also run
all the way up this one. More fatigue and now I know I won’t
be running all the way up another hill. Along the way there are
plenty of water/aide stops. They have the water and Energade
(similar to Gatorade) in “sachets.” These are plastic bags that
you have to bite the end off and then squirt into your mouth or
on your body. These must make for a trashy mess, but they
do keep them cold until they give them out. I ran/walked up
Botha’s Hill and finally walked the last two, Inchanga and Polly
Shortts. I knew I would finish but both of my first two time
goals were out the window. I didn’t have any energy to run very

long so I was running maybe a minute and walking one or two.
As I got into Pietermaritzburg I did begin to run continuously
again. When I entered the Cricket Stadium that was the finish, I
began to run and pass a lot of people. I finished in 11 hours 11
minutes. Not as well as I wished, but just happy to finish and
get my medal.
If I run this again, and I might next year for the “back to
back” medal, I would insert a walk/run strategy for all the hills.
I think running the first two took more out of me than I would
have lost with some walking from the beginning.
I truly enjoyed the entire experience and I recommend
doing this race if you can.

Recipes to Run By
By Adi McCasland

Caribbean Chicken
¼ cup Orange Juice
1 tsp Lime Juice
2 tsp Olive Oil
1 tsp Fresh Ginger, minced
1 tsp Garlic, minced
¼ tsp Dried Oregano
¼ tsp Hot Sauce
1 pch Sea Salt
1 lb
Boneless, Skinless Chicken Breasts
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1) Combine first eight ingredients (orange juice thru salt).
2) Place chicken in a shallow dish or large zip-loc bag and
pour orange juice mixture over it.
3) Seal tightly and let marinate at least 2 hours, preferably
6 to 8 hours.
4) Grill or broil the chicken for 5 to 7 minutes per side,
until cooked through.
*serves 4

10.16.11
Elmer Thomas Park • Lawton, Oklahoma

CHANCE TO WIN

EARLY

Register by Sept. 16
for a chance to win

Be a superhero in the fight against cancer!

TRIP 4
FOR

WALT DISNEY WORLD

USATF Certified and ChampionChip Timed Events

Hulkin’ Half Marathon /
SuperTwins Half Marathon Relay / Superhero 5K
Other Family Events

Superhero Kids Marathon / Leah M. Fitch Spirit Walk

NEW

All proceeds will be used to fund cancer research and clinical trials
being conducted
Centers
of used
Southwest
Oklahoma.
FLAT,
FAST at the
AllCancer
proceeds
will be
to fund
cancer research and clinical trials
being conducted at the Cancer Centers of Southwest Oklahoma.
COURSE

Great for PR’s!

www.spiritofsurvival.com • 580.585.5406

www.okcrunning.org
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It’s Not too Hot for These Summer Runners

While Oklahoma has been baking this summer, and
many people have scrambled inside for relief from the heat,
several groups of Landrunners have met up throughout
the “off season” to run together. While the groups vary in
distance, meeting times, and intensity, all participants have
enjoyed getting to know each other better and share some
time running with each other. From regular Thursday night
“pub runs” to five a.m. runs around Lake Hefner, running
groups abound for runners wanting to participate.
One such group was started by Jamie Kilpatrick, Jane
Pace, and Arnie Angelici. In the early pre-dawn hours every
Saturday, the group meets up at the Nichols Hills Fire Station
in an attempt to beat the heat. They wind their way south
through the historic neighborhoods of Oklahoma City prior
to looping back around to Nichols Hills.
According to Jamie, when she began running six years
ago she started meeting fellow runners, who in turn began
inviting her to informal long runs. “What great fun and
coaching by these experts! Lifetime friendships were made,
as well as a solid running addiction,” said Jamie.
When the need came to continue the informal runs
after formal training was over, Jamie took the opportunity
to continue the offerings of group long runs. Other runners
helped with water stops, too, so support was always out there
for the Saturday morning group.
Throughout the years, “Arnie, Jane and I have set out
lots of Gatorade, water and lost a few high class $2.00 chests
along the way.
Running stores are also working hard to promote running
and camaraderie among runners. The Red Coyote sponsors
a Tuesday evening run along the shores of the Oklahoma
River. Designed for all ages and abilities, the group meets
at the Chesapeake Boathouse at 6:30 and runs out and back
routes along the Oklahoma River.
Informal group runs do more than build endurance and
running skills, they also build friendships, according to Matt
“Willie” Wilcoxen when speaking about his Wednesday
afternoon group: Erin Keleher, Melaina Brunk, Adi
McCasland, Bill Goodier, and I have a weekly afternoon run
that has been going on for a few years now. Over the years
it has changed to every day of the week except Monday
and Friday (because who wants to run on a Monday or a
Friday?). We have done speed work, long runs, short runs,
hot runs, cold runs, and margarita runs. Along the way we’ve
become very close friends and although the weekly run is a
very small portion of our time each week, it has become a
big part of our lives. We have become a small part of each
other’s family and have shared many wonderful - and some
not so wonderful - emotions together. We have each taken
breaks from the group for small periods for different reasons,
but we’ve always come back.
Losing a part of our family is hard but we are all excited
for Erin who is moving to Germany this summer. Erin is an
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original member of our group and she will be missed. We’ll
miss her “tallness,” her ability to cry on the run (twice), and
her never ending patience with Bill’s tiny bladder. We wish
her well but also hope she’ll come back and visit often. Or,
better yet, have some visitors around the time of the Berlin
marathon!
We are currently meeting in Mama Roja’s Mexican
Kitchen parking lot on Wednesday evenings at 5 PM. Our
route and distance vary and are usually decided on the spot
but we typically run 3-6 miles on the Lake Hefner trails. Most
importantly, however, are the drinks and jokes that follow
the run at Mama Roja’s outdoor patio. Anyone is welcome
to join us for the running or the drinks and don’t worry about
being sweaty and smelly on the patio, the waiters are used
to it by now.
Looking to join an informal running group? It is as easy
as asking a fellow Landrunner if they want to meet up and
run during the week. Chances are, they will gladly accept
your offer and tell you of other running groups and when
they meet. The Oklahoma City Landrunners Facebook page
is another great resource to meet fellow runners and discover
the multitude of informal running groups in Oklahoma City.

Test your endurance at Oklahoma’s

ultrarunning championship!
Pound the pavement or go off-road in one of four timed

races ranging from one to 24 hours.

October 22, 2011

Live United Run (one hour) at 7:30 a.m.
Event includes 6, 12 & 24-hour Races
Live United Run benefits United Way of Central Oklahoma.
Registration Deadline is October 1.

www.24thehardway.com

The Kelsey Briggs Foundation
Presents:

The 6th Annual
Kelsey Briggs
Run Against Child Abuse
Saturday, September 10, 2011
Stars & Stripes Park at Lake Hefner
Half Marathon * 5K * 1 mile fun run/walk * Kids’ 50 yard dash
Registration begins at 6:30am
8:00am half marathon start—8:10am 5K start
**Early packet pick up at Red Coyote Running and Fitness (5800 N Classen)
On Friday, September 9th from 5:00pm to 7:00pm
USATF Sanctioned
Chip timing by DG Productions
Massage and chiropractic therapy provided for runners, food, booths, and activities for the entire family!

PRICING

Register online at:

Half Marathon—$45 5K-$25 **Prices will be higher on race day

www.signmeup.com/75928

All members of the Landrunners will receive $2 off entry fee

OR
www.kelseybriggsfoundation.org

PRIZES

For questions, contact

Cash prizes for top male/female in half marathon and 5K

Amber Gregg at 405-227-2539

Finisher medals for half marathon finishers

OR

Plaques for top 3 male/female in half marathon and 5K
Medals for top 3 male/female in each age group

Amber@kelseybriggsfoundation.org
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More New Science from the 2011 American College of
Sports Medicine Annual Meeting
By Warren Jones

You may recall my July article in which I indicated my attendance
at the 2011 Annual Meeting of the American College of Sports
Medicine in Denver. In the July article I described a number of papers
presented at the annual meeting touching on several aspects of running
styles and running shoes. This month, I’d like to describe seven studies
touching on six other topics.
The presenters of the studies, as I mentioned last month, will
ultimately submit their studies to peer reviewed journals. That review
process could take more than a year, so I thought you’d enjoy getting
this information early.
Research scientists from the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology presented a study (study 2336) touching on a new formula
for age predicted heart rate maximum. It appears that earlier formulae
were ascertained after analysis and testing of only 514 subjects. The
Norwegians tested and analyzed 3320 adults. They took each adult
to a “VO2 Max” level of exertion. They then performed a linear
regression analysis (comparing ages and achieved heart rate Max) and
determined that the formula: 211- (.64 X age) is best. The previous
prediction formulas for heart rate Max considerably underestimated
measured heart rate Max in subjects over 30 years old.
Researchers from Marquette University presented a study
(study 2772) touching on whether there is a sex difference in the
age of the elite marathon runners for the Olympics and world
championships and whether the sex difference in performance altered
across the years. Their analysis revealed that elite men and women
runners physiologically peak at a similar age for marathon running
performance. That age is approximately 28 to 30 years old. The top
five placed men and women were of similar age for the Olympics (28.1
for man versus 28.6 for women) and world championships (30.0 for
men and 28.0 for women). The first placed men and women were also
of similar age for the Olympics (27.0 for men and 28.4 for women) and
world championships (29.3 for men and 28.5 for women).
Researchers from Marshall University and Arkansas State
University presented a study (study 2842) on the amount of time
that one should be at rest before a baseline lactate concentration
measurement is taken. They found that the subjects, from the time first
seated, provided the following lactate concentration readings each five
minutes over 30 minutes: 1.95, 1.76, 1.54, 1.33, .96, and .93. Based on
these findings, if true baseline lactate concentrations are needed, then
at least 25 minutes of rest is required to negate elevated blood lactate
concentration caused by activities of daily living.
Researchers from Utah Valley University presented a paper
(study 2767) on the effect of compression stockings on recovery and
running performance in collegiate distance runners. The subjects were
required to wear graduated compression stockings four or more hours
per day immediately following daily workouts or races for four weeks
during the outdoor track season. In fact, on average, subjects wore
the compression stockings approximate 31 hours per week. Weekly
sport specific stress and recovery scores were similar between those
who wore the compression stockings and those who did not. Likewise,
running scores over the course of the study improved to a similar
degree between those who wore compression stockings and those
who did not. At least according to this study, compression stocking
usage following workouts does not provide any additional recovery or
performance benefits among collegiate distance runners.
Researchers from the University of New Hampshire and the
University of Buffalo presented a study (study 857) on the effect of
increasing step frequency on running economy among female runners.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a short training
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program (15 minutes for 10 days) to increase the frequency to 180
steps per minute would elicit improvements in running economy. The
running economy tests were conducted at two running velocities: 201
and 228 m/m (approximate 7.5 to 8.3 mph) and two different step
frequencies: preferred step frequency, and 180 steps per minute. Each
runner ran for five minutes at each speed, and running economy was
calculated as the mean steady-state oxygen consumption between the
fourth and fifth minute. A five-minute recovery was given between
each velocity and between each test. The researchers found that oxygen
consumption was lower at each testing velocity and step frequency
condition following a 10 day training program. The average drop in
VO2 across both speeds and step frequencies was 3%. At the preferred
step frequency condition, these lower oxygen consumptions were
achieved at significantly greater step frequencies and significantly
lower heart rates. On average, across the two speeds, heart rate was 4%
lower, and step frequency was 4% higher. The researchers concluded
that the study suggests that the short training program to increase
step frequency lowers oxygen consumption and, therefore, improved
running economy in well trained female runners.
Researchers from the University of Nevada presented a study
(study 1332) to determine whether wearing Skecher Shape Up shoes
increases the metabolic cost of walking and whether weight differences
between the shod conditions accounted for any metabolic changes.
The Skechers are advertised as an enhancer of the effect of physical
activity (that is, metabolic cost) and therefore increase the efficiency
of ambulating. It turns out that there was no difference in VO2 among
walking shoe conditions among the Skechers, a regular walking shoe,
and a regular walking shoe weighted in an amount between the weight
of the regular walking shoes and the Skechers. The investigators
concluded that the Skechers did not increase the metabolic cost of
exercise for healthy young subjects walking slightly faster than the
preferred speed and that therefore there is no additional caloric benefit
of wearing the Skechers beyond the typical walking shoe.
In a related study (study 1465) by researchers from the University
of Nevada, muscle activity of the quads and hams and calves was
recorded in the Skechers. It was determined that muscle activity in
those muscle groups was not influenced by walking in the Skechers
with a rocker bottom compared with normal shoes or weight adjusted
normal shoes.
So, with respect to the above described studies, 1: consider using
the new described heart rate maximum prediction equation; 2: wish
that you were 29 years old; 3: take your baseline lactate concentration
readings only after 25 minutes seated rest; 4: consider skipping the
purchase of the compression stockings; 5: increase your step frequency
to at least 180 steps per minute, and; 6: pass on the Skechers.

Warren E. Jones, a Personal Trainer, is
an American College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM) Health Fitness Instructor, a
National Strength and Conditioning
Association Certified Strength and
Conditioning Specialist, and a holder of an
ACSM Certificate of Enhanced
Qualification. He can be reached at wej@
cox.net.

Firemen

Maybe you can’t see the difference you make. Perhaps you do it only because a friend asked you to. Or simply to
feel a part of something bigger than yourself. But when you do it, you change the world. And even if you can’t see it,
millions affected by breast cancer most certainly do.
So, please, join in the Komen Race for the Cure by registering for the Race or making a pledge, today!
©2011 Susan G. Komen for the Cure®

october 15, 2011
redhawks field at bricktown
www.komencentralwesternok.org / 405-526-race
Presented locallY bY:

AU G U S T 13, 2011
3000 General Pershing Blvd. Oklahoma City, OK 73107

FUN RUN/WALK STARTS AT 10:30 PM
5K RUN STARTS AT 11:00 PM
405.951.0000

S A V E
T H E
D A T E
5K AND 1 MILE FUN RUN
PRE-REGISTRATION IS $25 BEFORE JULY 30
REGISTER NOW AT
WWW.CITYARTSCENTER.ORG

SPONSORED
BY
for more
information
visit www.cityartscenter.org or call 405.951.000

11.indd 1

CONCESSIONS ~ GLOW IN THE DARK BRACELETS
LIVE MUSIC ~ KYIS FM ~ MASSAGES

FIRST 1,500 5 K RUNNERS RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY SHIRT
City Arts Center uses this annual fundraiser as a platform to continue
art education through adult classes and workshops, camps for kids, art
exhibits, film night and lecture series.

6/17

HOPE

5
OK
K
2011
20
IN

FIRST ANNUAL HOPE IN OK 5K AND
SURVIVOR/FUN WALK

Join the HOPE in Oklahoma oganization as we raise awareness and
support for patients diagnosed with all forms of gynecological cancer.

WHEN: Saturday September 10th, 2011
7:45
7:45 a.m.
a.m. –– Survivor/Fun
Survivor/Fun Walk
Walk
8:30
8:30 a.m.
a.m. –– 5K
5K Race
Race

WHERE: 2 S. Mickey Mantle Dr.
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
$25; $30 Day of Race
Online registration:
https://www.signmeup.com/site/online-event-registration/77072
Website:
http://www.wix.com/hopeinok5k/2011
http://www.wix.com/hopeinok5k2011

5K RUN/1K WALK
Oklahoma City River Trails
North Regatta Park
Saturday • September 17 • 8 AM

F RNEICE
AL
TECH

SHIRTS!

*

Presented by:

LACE UP YOUR SNEAKERS!
Help Us Fight Prostate Cancer, Register Now at:

DashForDad.com/races/Oklahoma-city
*FREE Technical Shirts given to all registered runners.

National Partners:

Local Partners:

To Benefit:
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Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.

Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Landrunner
short sleeve
tech shirt for
just $5.00?

That’s right, $5.00! A regular
$15.00 value! All you have to do is
join as a new member or renew your
existing membership between January
1, 2011 and December 31, 2011 to
become eligible. You can read the
complete Program Guidelines at www.
okcrunning.org or email us at sales@
okcrunning.org.

